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Pure BLACK perfection...So SLIPPERY, so HOT, so SEXY...listen and accept what I want. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $30.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Session Length: 47+ minutes
Level: Hard
Category: Fetish-Mind Control-ASMR

Experience Your Domina Shelle like never before as I tease you using the BDSM Latex fetish. 
If you are not into Latex, you will be...just for all the WICKED ways I use it to bind you to My
dominance.  Subliminal messages and binaural beats are used to coax your addiction
throughout this intense trance.  See your willpower slide into nothing while smooth silky latex
hands caress your mind into submission.  Just imagine My creating you as My perfect slave....
A hooded slave, BLANK and mindless, completely covered in glistening and polished black
latex that encases and COVERS your body and mind...imagine you're brought to your knees in
perfect submission.

This file is PERFECT for EVERYONE!!!!!  If it’s NOT your THING, it will be.

Two versions---choose your drug.
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Reviews

Thursday, 25 November 2021 

Oh i just Love this file.... from the very start Domina Seduces me deep into trance and in this file i mean deeeep! Then the luxurious dark
sleep intermingles with the sexy slippery shiny latex, oh Wow, another dream comes true as im taken as Donina Shelle's slave, being
removed from who i am to who She wants me to be mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

Roland 

Monday, 22 November 2021 

Another file where Domina completely dominates us as slaves. The tone of this file was different from Dominas other files. This was firm.
Firm and erotic at the same time. Deep trance with an explosive ending. i loved it and you will too.

Slippery 

Thursday, 10 September 2020 

This is pretty straightforward file. Domina wants to Dominate and there are no tricks, there is only submission as Domina takes you and
you become Her slave.

Toni Mäkelä 

Monday, 24 August 2020 

If you like being dominated and taken, Latex Slave is for you. Domina's approach here is different. Less seductive, more commanding.
Domina is growing ever more sophisticated in her art. Sometimes when you go back to the earlier selections, it shows. There seems to
be a subtle disconnect between Domina today and five years ago. But NOT here. In this file Domina is timelessly... well... DOMINANT!
Listen and revel in your submission.

Fred Starkey 

Sunday, 25 June 2017 

Latex Slave is one of those rare File Sessions where i stayed in a deep conscious Trance. From beginning to end, my mind became
Blank but aware as every word from Domina Shelle entered my subconscious. The dept of the Trance was unparalleled. i was frozen in
time, being erased and reprogrammed, encased in Latex. By far this is the best File i have listened to in regards to the Mindless drone
Fantasy.

Pascal 

Monday, 27 February 2017 

Latex was not a fetish of mine prior to listening to this, but Domina Shelle has a way of making everything appealing. i recently
purchased a zentai to wear while listening to Her files (which is spandex, not latex, but it does the trick), and this file is undoubtedly to
blame. The feeling of becoming an anonymous, brainwashed slave is amplified by being dressed for the part.

Nicholas Greenleaf 

Monday, 08 August 2016 

Princess Shell has such a way with words making me so weak and so vulnerable to Her as Her latex slave. As a previous review
mentioned, wearing latex or anything super tight like spandex makes this file even more powerful. i really hope Princess Shelle makes
more files like this, exploiting a powerful fetish. if you don't already have a latex fetish, you absolutely will after listening to this.

Rey Lopez 

Sunday, 22 November 2015 

This is such a treat to listen to. i love the feeling of being encased in latex, surrendering completely to Domina Shelle. i remember the
feelings of helplessness and ecstasy as i watched my body obey her commands.

Kent Schnaith 

Sunday, 22 November 2015 

If you wish to appreciate true power then experience the process of having Domina slowly rewrite your desires and needs. Feel the
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power of your Domina as she bends and fines tunes your fetishes to align with her desires.

If you don't already long for latex this file will build such a need. If you already desire latex then enjoy this amazing sexy file which will
have you wet, hard and truly enslaved.

Let go and sink into this powerful, erotic experience. Let Domina Shelle take you as you melt into complete submission.

Sissy peaches 

Wednesday, 18 November 2015 

Being encased in latex is not something I knew that I wanted. But to be domina's latex slave is a fantastic submissive experience!

Fajo 

Monday, 16 November 2015 

So Powerful file, took me so deep in trance, i don't remember much but i was happy when i woke up, Thank YOU Domina :)

Ahmed Hassan 

Sunday, 15 November 2015 

OMG, this file is a dream come true as it is the combination of the powerful control of my beloved Domina and my strongest fetish: latex.
It is an indescribable blissful feeling to be reduced to an obedient latex drone that follows and command of its Owner without any thought
or question. i followed the suggestion of my Domina to wear latex while i listen which increased this phenomenal sensation even more.
Thank You my Domina for creating this wonderful file, i enjoyed every second of it.

sissy slave andrea 

Saturday, 14 November 2015 

Domina Shelle's domination is not a loud, brash thing. She is firm, yet calm, and completely confident in your obedience. At least while
there is a you to obey. By the end of this session all that remains will be Her creature, awaiting only Her words to transform into your
actions. Latex Slave does indeed use latex as part of its central fetish, but enjoyment of latex is not necessary to enjoy the session. Fans
of slave play and submission will love this session just as much. For those of us who enjoy all these things, the session is a masterpiece.

Marcus Jetson 
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